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Abstract 

SPICE - built-in models arc the isothermal models with the lciilperature as a parameter. 
Electrothermal interactions caused that the device (junction) tcliipcraturc changes duc to 
changes of dissipated power. In the papcr Llic new BJT electrothermal model which includes 
the thern~al cffects is proposed This model is represented by combination of SPICE-built-~n 
isothermal ruodel arid any additionaly controlling generators modelling selflleating and some 
other electrical cffects nonmodelcd by SPICE 

The strong temperature influence on the electrical characteristics of bipolar transistors IS 

observed. On the other hand, the electrical power dissipated In BJT causes the increase of 
the inside temperature above the ambient one, as a result of non-ideal conditions of the 
heat abstraction Therefore, the mutual interactions between the electrical and the thermal 
phenomena In BJT, commonly called - the electrothermal Interactions, ex~st.  Inclusion of 
the electrothermal ~nteractions to modelling makes the model of a semiconductor device 
more adequate. 
SPICE program - commonly used for clrcuit analysis, can not be directly applied to the 
electrothermal case, because there is no possibility to consider the change of  device 
(junction) temperature caused by power dissipation. On the other hand, there were some 
attempts made to use SPICE to the electrothermal analysis, e g .  [ I ,  21. Unfortunately, these 
analyses are inaccurate because of the use of too slmple electrothermal dev~ce  models. 
In this paper an electrothermal hybrid model of BJT with much better accuracy in the 
whole operating range is presented. This model is represented by combination of SPICE- 
built-in isothermal model and additionally control generators. These generators model 
changes of  BJT currents and voltages caused by the change of the junction temperature 
due to the electrothermal interactions and by other isothermal effects, like current gain 
factors changing and avalanche effects, which are not modelled directly by SPICE. 
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The starting point to formulate the electrothermal hybrid model (EHM) of BJT are 
dependences describing GETM3 model given in [j]. Choosing the collector current ic, the 
base-to-emitter voltage u g ~  and the base-to-collector voltage u g ~  as the independent 
variables, one can write for the active-normal region: 

(1) 

and for the actlve-inverse reglon: 

where IB is the base current . 
In Eqs (1-4) the temperature dependent parameters: the saturation current IS, the thermal 
potential VT and the current-gain factor for the active-normal reglon (PF) and for the 
active-inverse region (PR), respectively are given as follows: 

where k, q - are the phis~cal constants, Io, TO, PoF, PoR, a, b, c are the model parameters 
and T, is the ambient temperature. The junction temperature Tj is given by the following 
dependence 

T j  = 7;, + K ,  .(1rcE.iL' +uBE. iB)  (9) 

where the UCE is the collector-to-emitter voltage, and Kt denotes the thermal resistance of 
the BJT. Eqs (7) and (8) denote that PF and PR are described by the dependences of the 
same form, but with different values of the coefficients PoF, POR. It was assumed that 
parameters a, b, c are the same for PF and DR. So, PF (Eq. 7) or PR (Eq. 8) can be glven 
as follows 

P = P ~  . f ( l l ~ ~ ~ i ~ )  (10) 

Now, it is easy to observe that the multiplications PF .iB (Eq 3) and Pr< . iB (Eq 4) can be 
presented as the multiplication of the isothermal collector current iCO (represented by 
SPICE-built-in model) and the function f(uCE, iC), of the form 
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The absolute value of iCO in Eq. (1 1) and iC in Eq (7) is to secure the rightness of the 
model, both in the active-normal region (i;. > 0) and in the active-inverse region (iC < 0). 

3. The electrothennal hybrid BJT inodel (EHM) 

The electrothermal hybrid model results directly from the transformation of the 
dependences from Sec. 2 to the form 

ic = ico + Ab (13) 
llg = 1 1 ~ 0  + AllR ( I 3 )  

where, iCO, UBO are described by the standard SPICE-built-in model with the ambient 
temperature as a parameter (uBo= u g ~ o  for the active-normal region and ugo= UBCO for 
the active-inverse region). The remain part of the so transformed dependences describes 
the change of the collector current (AiC) and the base-to-emitter or the base-to-collector 
voltages (AUB ), caused by the increase of the junction temperature and by the decrease of 

the current gain factor (both PF and PR) for high current density simultanously. Assuming 
that PF >> PR and BF >> 1, we get 

+ l + [ ~ r ] - T f l . ~ . l n [ ~ + l + ( ~ r ]  (14) 

where ISO is the value of IS for the ambient temperature and cp = 1 for ic 2 0 and cp = - 1 
for iC < 0. 
The finally circular form of EHM is 
shown in Figure I .  Additionally, in 
EHM the avalanche effects existing 

"lc 
in the both BJT junctions for the 

-- - -....-. -- 
appropriate high values of the 
junction-voltages (modelled by the 
additionally connected p-n diodes 

D 1 with satisfactory built parameters) 
are taken into account. The part of 

A i C  EHM marked as T-iso is the .. SPICE-built-in BJT model. The 
independent voltage sources (u = D 2 7  
0) allow the use of the values of the 
appropriate currents, with much 
better accuracy than in the case of 

Figure 1 : The circular form of EHM resistors use. 
To include the temperature dependence of the series BJT resistances, the linear 
temperature dependent equivalent resistance of the form 
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where ro is the value of reg for T = T,, is introduced. In this case the proper SPICE 
parameters represented the series BIT resistances are equal to zero. 

4. Example 

To illustrate the usehlness of the presented model to modelling of BJT in the 
electrothermal case, in Figure 2 nonisothermal iC(uCE) characteristics of 2N2193 
transistor obtained by the use of EHM, a model proposed in [ I ]  and by measurements, are 
presented. At it is seen, EHM gives a good accuracy, much better than the known model 
presented in [I]. 
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Figure 2: Nonisothermal iC(uCE) BJT characteristics 

5. Coilcludi~lg remarks 

In this paper the new form of the electrothermal BJT model has been presented. This 
model gives a good accuracy in the whole range of the work of BJT. In EHM, apart from 
electrothermal interactions, also dependence of the current gain factors on the collector 
current and avalanche effects in the both junctions are included. 
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